Across
2 One who works with iron; makes horseshoes
6 A small couch or sofa
7 Pioneer restroom
11 A picayune, worth about 6 cents.
12 A conical tent made of animal skins
14 Lining of a calf’s stomach; used for making cheese
15 Communal dwelling of Pacific Northwest Indians
17 A type of mill for grinding grain into flour
20 Family that built and lived in what is now the Cornelius Road House
21 Mother of Oregon and co-founder of Pacific University (3 words)
25 Bits of beef & pork mixed w/raisins, sugar, vinegar, chopped apples & spices
26 Gaston’s previous name (2 words)
30 Bread leavener; yeast alternative
32 Onion-like vegetable eaten as the main staple by the Kalapuyan Indians
34 To argue
36 A small pan used for popping corn over a fire
37 Venison is meat from a ___.

Down
1 Previous name of Forest Grove, West Tualatin __________
3 A receptacle for catching used tobacco chew
4 Gardening tool
5 Pioneer word for tuberculosis
8 Delicate homemade lace
9 The first to settle an area; Alvin T. Smith was one
10 Farming instrument used to comb or rake the soil
13 Nickname for a covered wagon (2 words)
16 Father of the Oregon public school system (2 words)
18 To cut or shape a piece of wood with a knife
19 To boil briefly as an incomplete cooking procedure
22 Fever and ague __
23 Pacific Northwest Indian potato
24 Hot water & milk mixed with tea; home remedy for illness
26 Hillsboro was the first township to have one of these in 1853
27 A container used to make butter
A person who undertakes humanitarian work supported by a religious organization
29 Split log with the face smoothed; used as a bench
31 A central Oregon river named after a NW Indian tribe
33 Vessel for carrying arrows
35 To plait